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About This Game

SPACE HUNT - is a new cooperative shooter for two players in the style of sci fi. You are in a locked laboratory and you have
no chance to get out... So grab your weapons and fight off waves of enemies! Single and cooperative game up to two people and

endless gameplay!
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Title: SPACE HUNT
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
EncoderX
Publisher:
EncoderX
Release Date: 22 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64 or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: integrated graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible

English
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Question.... How do you unlock the animals like the Sharks... Sea Creaters.. Savannah Creaters. Lion, Tigers, Cougers... In the
free play, where you create your own park... I have been trying to figure it out for 2 days now!??. As a regular user of the units
and knowing people who work on them I was very excited when this was announced.

The modelling of the unit is superb. The general way it looks and feels is great however that's probably the only good thing
about it. The sounds aren't realistic one bit and the same applies for the physics. Given that the units themselves are very
sluggish on speed until 40mph it didn't feel like I was driving a 442 when it took off.

Interior is South West Trains which isn't correct for the Gat-Ex era and the MLC is......empty bar the 1st class section.

I'd still recommend the unit though simply as it fills the gap and provides a more "full" BML as Gatwick was rather empty
without them. A shame about it's shortfalls but generally the unit is ok. If it's not too high on your list I'd wait for a sale and the
eventual arrival of an Armstrong Powerhouse soundpack.. A well written VN. It's hard to say much else.. No regrets buying this
game.
Love it.
Worth every penny.
. Dinosaur lovers dream, This game is stunning to look at, the only downfall i find is the maps are very small and have limited
space for building this paired with the very limited terrain tools for building the Pens for the Dino's.. i seen one maybe two new
units. waste of money. great sets loved it on the chracters on Toukiden 1. Cant wait for the others to drop. Kingleno makes this
game playable for me and allows me to make cities that look just like where I live. Thank you!. Well so far im impressed with
this game, though I wish there was english for this game. But with this type of game I get the idea whats going on. So it is hard
to judge the game fully when for example im sure there is a menu for buttons, but once you figure it out it can be easy. Concept
of the game is good and I look forward to playing more.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zA9Mc-usIr8
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DO NOT BUY !

This game is currently abandonned and isn't in any kind of working condition anymore.
The list of bugs and broken things is really too long to write here.
Currently you cannot improve your " towers " anymore, I reported that 3 MONTHS ago and there isn't a single reply from the
dev.

DO NOT BUY !. Highly recommended....I was very surprised at the speed I could get out of this loco, but I remember reading
about them racing expresses between Gloucester and Haresfield when they were on the Chalford 'cars', and to now watch this
one skipping along at 70 mph is a revelation. This is an engine you drive with a smile on your face..... When most games release
a map editor (ex. Civilization 5 WorldBuilder, which was free if I may add) they also include a scenario editor so you can place
civs and units in the editor. In this editor, that feature is nowhere to be found. So you're telling me they couldn't give us the same
tool they use to build their own scenarios? That seems kind of ridiculous to me. The maps in this pack are fine, but the editor
lacking a feature that is so basic simply makes it not worth the money. I hope they see this oversight and add this function. If
they do that I will be able to recommend this DLC.. This game ends up being a lot of fun for what it is. I don't like on rails
shooters, but I love trains and the train-gunner concept works great, even though the track loops its long enough, looks good
enough and works well with the combat and enemies. If the developer keeps working on games of this style, more maps, guns
and enemies this game would be well over 2.99, which felt like a steal the first time I played it. It really felt like moving on train
sometimes, which added well, not too slow or fast for a rails. It got pretty challenging as enemy waves built up, grenades aren't
easy to use. More maps, weapons and enemies and this game could be worth a lot more, hope to see it evolve.. 1 - ) Open Idle
Master.
2 - ) Drop cards.
3 - ) Sell them.. The game is good except there are some bugs that get in the way of playing the game. I think the price is a little
high for a game that has so many bugs. I have to constantly back track to a save point to save due to all the bugs I have
encountered. The game has alot of puzzles, I would say the focus is more on puzzles than fighting. I would hold off purchasing
the game until the dev. fixes all the issues.. Wow! Cool! very angry bots. Murder at the start. its not easy, but its awesome. The
different planets - different levels of difficulty.I found! Lights switched on the button L. I love this game. 100% adrenaline..
Game ovrall is good, concept is great but exectution is far from perfect.
BIG CONS:
- Store page says "In ZRoll you will encounter many difficult levels" , but its only 1 same level with different ambient effects
and time of day, so in order to get all achievments you need to complete same map 6 times...
- If ball falls off from big height (like from red booster) it clips through the ground and all you can do is exit and start level
again from the start
- No restart level option or checkpoint system
So its basically 1 level right now, if devs will add new levels and fix major bugs i will change my mind but as for now its just
like demo.. Always the Same Blue Sky is a short game, but this is not a mark against it; it tells its story in a succinct and
satisfying way that certainly doesn't drag on. I would recommend this game primarily if you are interested in a visual novel that
lets you role-play the main character a bit; there are many opportunities to decide how you want to handle a situation, even if
these don't always wind up too differently from one another. Although I put in multiple playthroughs, I believe it would be best
enjoyed with a single straight playthrough and no going back for achievement hunting.

This is largely because the game is a lot more linear than it lets on - there are a refreshing amount of decisions, but all of these
simply add points to the summation of a single "good" or "bad" ending with a complete lack of actual branching paths. I will
admit that the story itself took some very welcome unexpected turns, especially after starting with the painfully boilerplate trope
of the protagonist sleeping in on their first day of classes only to meet the girl of their dreams. There are a handful of cringey
lines of dialogue to be sure, but for the most part the writing did not get in the way of the story.

I played through this game 4 times in total but there were only two endings (general idea but no spoilers):
 - "Honest" playthrough, making decisions as I felt them to be in character
 - "Reverse" run, same as before but with all of the opposite decicions to see how it affected my outcome
 - "Good" ending, following a guide to get one of the last two achievements for answering the questions 100% consistently in a
certain direction
 - "Bad" ending, following a guide to get one of the last two achievements for answering the questions 100% consistently in the
opposite direction
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And to be clear, those last two runs were entirely my own fault, self-inflicted for the sake of achievements. I have to believe I
would have enjoyed the game more without replaying it so many times, if only to let myself believe it had more depth than it
actually does. After getting middling results on my first two playthroughs (and to be fair, there is some particularly arbitrary
logic for either path, such as expecting you to ignore a sound effect you can clearly hear) I had really expected a more
illuminating ending for maxing out the morality system one way or the other, but the game does not deliver. That said, I do
appreciate the game (which lasts 30-40 minutes on first play) being easily re-run in 5-10 minutes for those of us who do go back
to try alternate routes. It also features a save system courtesy of the Ren'Py engine, but the game was short enough that I never
felt compelled to use it.

If you can resist the urge to replay for completion and just enjoy this as a one-off narrative experience, I think you might be
pleasantly surprised by Always the Same Blue Sky; and if not, it's still a worthwhile experience, even with some shortcomings..
Really enjoy this game overall. A bit short but I had fun finishing it.

Don't like the tower defense mode though but the campaign is great !

SP
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